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Abstract

This work applies the well-known BERT
model to a selection of part-of-speech tagged,
dependency-parsed and coreference-annotated
text, extracting gradients and attention weights
for inspection. This reveals that, in BERT,
more information flows from a noun to a pro-
noun if they corefer; open-class words are
generally more informative than closed-class
words; and there is a slightly underwhelming
correlation between BERT’s gradients and de-
pendency parses. It also highlights that atten-
tion weights and gradients are of course corre-
lated, but they do not always reveal exactly the
same patterns.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the advance of powerful,
general language models as foundational building
blocks of more specialized models. The contextu-
alized token embeddings of these models contain
information that is useful for many downstream
NLP tasks. But this information doesn’t come
out of nowhere; the model must derive it some-
how from the context-invariant token embeddings
at the start (or, depending on the model, charac-
ter or word-piece embeddings). This suggests that
one can try to understand what a model is doing
by investigating not (just) the type of information
contained in the contextualized word embeddings,
but by considering how it got there. This is not
a new idea, of course, but most approaches (e.g.,
Hewitt and Manning 2019) do concentrate fore-
most on the representations. The work reported
here investigates to what extent one can correlate
information flow with certain linguistic phenom-
ena. This is done using the pre-trained transformer
model BERT for English (Devlin et al., 2018), al-
though most of the methodology generalizes to
other kinds of models.

2 Method

BERT is a transformer, in a nutshell, a stack of
self-attention layers. For practical reasons I use
the basic version of BERT in this study, which has
12 layers of 12 attention heads each. With regard
to a transformer model like BERT, one can con-
sider measuring ‘information flow’ from a token
t1 to a token t2 in any number of ways. In this
work I concentrate on the following three meth-
ods: Gn(t1, t2) denotes the magnitude (2-norm) of
the gradient of the token embedding of t2 at layer
n with respect to the token embedding t1 at the
previous layer n− 1. G∗

n(t1, t2) denotes the same
but with respect to the embedding of token t1 prior
to any of the self-attention layers. An(t1, t2) de-
notes the mean attention weight (averaged over all
attention heads of a layer) of token t2 at layer n−1
with respect to token t1 at layer n− 1 (hence, how
much t2 at layer n depends on it).

Attention weights and gradients are correlated
of course: the more attention t2 pays to t1, the
larger its gradient with respect to it. But across to-
kens no perfect correlation is expected, e.g., the to-
ken to which the most attention is paid is not nec-
essarily the token with respect to which the gra-
dients are the largest. Indeed, Pearson correlation
coefficients between attention weights and gradi-
ents, on data described below, range between 0.19
and 0.43 (mean 0.37; p-values around 0.001).

3 Data

I consider three linguistic domains where one
might expect information flow to show certain pat-
terns: coreference, parts of speech, and depen-
dency trees. Concerning coreference, my hypoth-
esis is that more information flows from noun to
coreferring pronoun than to non-coreferring pro-
noun. To test this hypothesis I take 500 random
sentences from coreference-annotated OntoNotes



(Weischedel et al., 2013) (development set), each
containing a noun followed by (at some distance) a
pronoun, co-referring in half of the sentences and
not in the other. This lets one compare the amount
of information flow from noun to pronoun in the
two conditions.

For parts of speech, I take 500 POS-annotated
random sentences from the GUM portion of
the Universal Dependencies dataset for English
(Zeldes 2017; development set). My hypothesis
is that open-class words (such as nouns, adjec-
tives, verbs) tend to provide more information than
closed-class words (such as quantifiers, connec-
tives). I use the Universal Dependencies classi-
fication of ‘open’ vs. ‘closed’; I also compare the
main parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective, etc.)
independently of the open/closed distinction.

For dependency trees, I use the same GUM
portion of the Universal Dependencies dataset,
but this time use its dependency tree annotations.
My hypothesis is that information flows primarily
along dependency branches, e.g., more from verb
to object and less from subject to object. To test
this I compute the Pearson correlation of the at-
tention/gradient matrix and the distance matrix of
the gold dependency tree.

4 Results

Coreference has a highly significant effect on in-
formation flow for each of the three measures
defined. I test this with an unequal variance t-
test, simply comparing the means of the relevant
measure between coreferring and non-coreferring
items (all results reported here are highly signif-
icant). The attention-based measure shows the
greatest effect of coreference (t-statistic: 23), fol-
lowed by gradient G per layer (t: 19), then gra-
dient G∗ with respect to input (t: 13). That is,
nouns influence coreferring pronouns more than
non-coreferring pronouns. Interestingly, as shown
in Figure 1 for G, there is considerable varia-
tion across layers (highly consistently across sen-
tences), with peaks for coreference in layers 6 and
10 (0-based indexing). (By contrast, attention A,
not shown here, has main peaks at layers 4 and 8.)

Regarding parts of speech, open-class items
generally provide more information than closed-
class items, i.e., they receive more attention (t-
statistic: 5), and gradients with respect to them are
greater (t: 10). This effect is greatest in the first at-

Figure 1: Average gradient G(noun,pronoun) of core-
ferring vs. non-coreferring pronoun wrt. noun.

Figure 2: Average attention weights A(t1, t2) summed
over all t2, with t1 an open-class vs. closed-class token.

tention layer (layer 0). With the exception of this
layer the gradients for open-class and closed-class
words go neatly hand in hand. The attention mea-
sure shows a bit more variation in this regard (Fig-
ure 2): with the exception of layer 0, the impor-
tance of closed-class words seems to decline more
steeply than the importance of open-class words.

Lastly, concerning dependency trees, there’s a
correlation between token distances in the gold
dependency tree and each of the three measures,
particularly gradients, but the correlation is a lit-
tle under that of a simple right-branching baseline.
(Note that the aim here is not to have a dependency
parser; e.g., Hewitt and Manning (2019); note in
particular that I discard the token representations,
and work only with the (much lower-dimensional)
attention weights and gradients.) This is not en-
tirely unexpected: BERT is sensitive to sequential
order, and words tend to be influenced by nearby
words (as can be seen for instance in a heatmap
for either of the three measures). Pearson corre-
lations on subsets of tokens, e.g., verb plus core
arguments, did not reveal any pattern, but a more
fine-grained analysis is ongoing.
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